
Provide real-time directions to anywhere on-site and 

take guests directly to the entrance so they don’t 

waste time hunting for their favourite attractions.

Help guests get to their next activity on time by 

providing accurate walking times from anywhere on 

site.

Flag uneven terrain and offer wheelchair and stroller 

friendly navigation by including accessible route 

options.

GPS enabled wayfinding Automatically calculate walking times Accessible routes for everyone
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Guest Benefits

Interactive Wayfinding
Guests are used to digital maps for driving, walking and exploring, so why 
should your attraction be different? Ditch the paper maps and provide 
real-time navigation that helps them make the most of their visit. 


Using our GPS enabled interactive wayfinding, guests can find the quickest 
routes to all their favourite attractions from anywhere on-site, as well as 
being able to view wheelchair and stroller friendly routes if they require 
them. 




Wayfinding is a leading driver of app adoption. Use it 

to get guests to download and then directly influence 

user behaviour with exclusive promotions and 

targeted messaging.

Interactive maps never become outdated. Reduce 

printing by switching to interactive and save – our 

customers save upwards of $50,000 by using our 

platform to go paperless.


Understand guest behaviour with interactive heat 

maps that visualise guest flow across your attraction at 

different times and pinpoint high or low footfall areas.

Unlock new a communication channel Reduce printing costs Understand guest flow

Operator Benefits
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"We’ve been so impressed by how flexible and easy to use the 
Attractions.io platform is. We no longer have to throw away old 
resources because they’re outdated. Instead, we can adapt our map 
content instantly, which keeps it fresh for guests and helps us save 
money and resources.”

Steve Marsicano, Digital Marketing Manager,  ZooTampa at Lowry Park, Florida

https://attractions.io/learn-case-studies/zootampa
https://attractions.io/learn-case-studies/zootampa


How does interactive 
wayfinding work?
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1
You add points of interest to your 
custom-made park map using our  
management console.

2
Add helpful information, such as 
times for talks, activities, shows, 
and animal feeds, so that users 
can plan their entire day in the 
app.

3
3. Guests can browse points of 
interest before they arrive, using 
handy filtering options to help 
them plan their day.

4
Once on-site, they just select the 
POI they want to visit and use our 
GPS enabled wayfinding to find 
the quickest or most accessible 
route.

5
While they’re heading over, you 
use the app’s messaging tools to 
share customised offers & 
promotions.

sales@attractions.io www.attractions.io Find us on LinkedinStill have questions about our interactive wayfinding solution?                         

It’s really easy to get in touch to arrange a personalised demo: 

mailto:sales@attractions.io
http://www.attractions.io/demo
https://www.linkedin.com/company/attractions-io
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